
LETTER FROM JERUSALEM

I can only include a few of the interactions I was involved in and observations I made during a

four month stay in Jerusalem and the West Bank for fear of losing you by the extended wayside.

My descriptions are of a part of the world where I experienced fragments of a conflict and where

the suffering I saw is connected to a greater universal suffering. I write about this situation

because it is the only one I have experienced up close and it is intended as a lament for suffering

and discrimination both here and elsewhere in the world.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

My journey began at Ben Gurion airport in Tel Aviv where I arrived in April of this year, during

Passover and in between Western and Orthodox Easter week-ends.

“Reason for coming to Israel?” the unsmiling girl soldier barked at me.

“I am here to see the Holy Land and do some bird watching.” I replied.

She looked at me blankly, “It’s migration time,” I added and smiled at her.

She did not smile back, “Migration?”

“Half a billion birds pass over Israel twice a year, three continents of them- Asia, Africa and

Europe. They follow the thermals you see.” I smiled again at her mask-like face.

I had booked into a Scottish Christian guesthouse for my first night, thinking it neutral enough to

allay any fears at immigration about my impending trips into the West Bank. After numerous other

questions about where, why, for how long etc., I gave the young woman the requested email

confirmation of my hotel booking which led to a phone call in Hebrew and then more questions

when I asked her not to stamp my passport (I was eventually travelling on to Lebanon where an

Israeli stamp means no possibility of entry) until I was released with an automatically delivered,

“Enjoy Israel”.

While areas such as the backs of my knees were sweating I thought I was now free to go but as I

marched triumphantly in the direction of the luggage carousel a man in plain clothes stepped up

and said, “Excuse me, I would just like to ask you a few questions.”

He repeated many of those just asked by his female colleague before saying, “What kinds of bird

exactly are you going to be watching?” Luckily I am a country girl and know the names of enough

birds to be convincing but my knee backs were again damp as I finally proceeded, without any

sense of triumph at all, towards my suitcase that was revolving in almost solitary isolation.

ANGELA

I had chosen to stay in Jerusalem for my invited residency with ArtSchool Palestine, wanting to

be somewhere where I could try to experience and understand something about both, or more,

sides of the situation. After two innocuous nights in the Scottish guesthouse with my fellow

Christians, who all seemed to be bona fide tourists to the Holy Land, I was invited to stay with a



complete stranger for a few days, who I had been introduced to via email correspondence, before

moving to an apartment that was being organised for me in the Old City.

An Israeli human rights activist, Angela is policy officer at the Israeli Committee Against House

Demolitions (ICAHD), an organisation that opposes Israeli-enforced house demolitions in East

Jerusalem and the West Bank and re-builds demolished houses as a political act of resistance.

A glamorous British-born woman and former theatre producer in her 50s, dressed in a designer

version of flowing Bedouin garments, she was amusing and eccentric and accepted me into her

home in West Jerusalem as if she had always known me. Her ancient dog, rescued from the

Sinai desert many years ago, with shaven coat except for long drooping eyebrows that arched

over his continually puzzled face, was possibly not so enthusiastic about my arrival, fearing I

would stand between him and the treats he continuously yelped for- requests that were mostly

rewarded ensuring renewed yelping. Balls of hair from his pre-shorn days still rolled about the

floor while an accumulation of washing up rose up beyond the sides of the deep ceramic kitchen

sink like the towers of a mythical high-rise city.

Angela has little time for the everyday and no time at all for small talk. Her entire existence is

focused on her activism- from the time she gets up early in the morning to the final protest emails

she sends before climbing back into bed in the early hours of the following day.

I cooked every night after realising the kind of things she considered to be food.

"Well, we could cook the fish in the gone-off goats milk,” was the suggested dish for my first night.

My polite English response was, "Perhaps that depends on how gone off it is?"

She had higher things on her mind than housework and some of those things she communicated

to me. Her main activist energies are directed against Palestinian house demolitions although she

is also an expert on the plight of the Bedouin in the West Bank and the Negev and part of the

‘Free Gaza’ movement and is the person that many people consult for almost anything else you

can think of mentioning about the situation out here. As well as advising diplomats and visiting

government officials, she was part of a Jimmy Carter entourage a couple of months back.

Through ICAHD she organises ‘alternative’ bus tours that aim to show tourists another side of the

city to the one the Israeli authorities would wish. I went with her on one of these as she spoke on

a microphone to a group of strangers the same way as she had to me across her kitchen table

with a glass of wine. Talking in a quietly impassioned and eloquent way about the inequalities of

the situation in a narrative laced with statistics and dates and historical information, she uses ‘we’

a lot to imply an Israeli shared responsibility to righting some of the wrongs as in: “We need to. .

.” or “We must stop doing. . .,” positioning herself as an Israeli at all times.

On the tour we were shown the difference between the green lushness of the Israeli western side

of Jerusalem compared to the water-rationed brown Palestinian eastern part. We visited the wall

at Abu Dis behind which Al Kuds (Arabic for ‘Jerusalem’) University is separated, together with

many Palestinian homes, from the rest of Jerusalem. We also visited one of the largest Israeli



settlements in the West Bank, Ma’ale Adumim, where Angela pointed out the ancient, stolen olive

tree planted in the centre of a roundabout as an artificial signifier of history and ‘proof’ of longevity

of existence in the place, while explaining how future settlement construction plans include a

development that spreads further east, cutting the West Bank into two sections.

Returning via the Silwan neighbourhood of Jerusalem, whose annexation by Israel in 1967 is not

recognised by International Law, we saw a new settlement on the hill above and below banner-

like Israeli flags were fixed against the entire height of a several-storey high building where

settlers have inserted themselves into the Palestinian district. There are currently approximately

90 demolition orders on Palestinian houses in this area as a fundamentalist settler group wants to

build a new tourist complex, naming the vicinity ‘City of David’ to give greater religious authority

although no archaeological evidence is available to substantiate this claim.

THE BEDOUIN

On Angela’s bus we had also gone past the pitiful tin shacks of the Bedouin. Mostly from further

south in the Negev desert, they were forcibly moved north after the formation of the Israeli state

in1948. They are prevented from maintaining their ancient lifestyle that involves moving their

animals from pasture to pasture according to the season, ensuring continuous feeding grounds

for their herds. A number of reasons for these restrictions of movement are cited including Israeli

settlement expansion in the occupied West Bank and the turning of previously unmarked lands

into convenient ‘military zones’.

Some of these herding people have given in to the constant pressure and have re-located to

permanent homes but others who have tried to maintain their traditional life have almost certainly

had to sell off the majority of their animals as they cannot afford the feedstuff they have to buy in

order to keep them alive and if they risk taking them into Israeli territory they may end up with

their entire herd being confiscated and themselves being sent to prison. The Israelis want to

move them into purpose-built high-rise buildings and passing patrols of IDF frequently come into

their encampments, confiscate generators and water tanks (they are not allowed to have

electricity or water from pipes that often pass close by on their way to the settlements) and

bulldoze their houses or anything that appears to have any permanence or substance, such as

schools they have built for their children or a mosque.

I went on a trip where I talked with leaders of Bedouin communities about their situation, about

the continuous harassment they suffer, particularly from settlers, their shortage of water and so

much more and yet still they were smiling with good humour, offering me tea and mansaf, lamb

cooked with yoghurt, and rice with pinenuts. The resilience and determination of these people,

who have a patience learnt from generations of respect for nature and their fellow men, makes

their treatment by the Israelis with no respect at all so heartbreaking.



COFFEE AND CIGARETTES AND CHECKPOINTS AND…

Before I left I would have told you, "No, I don't smoke, haven't touched a cigarette for ten years.

And I don't drink coffee, it gives me palpitations." Well, coffee was such a ritualistic part of

Palestinian hospitality that it was impossible to refuse every time and I enjoyed the numerous

occasions I had my fortune told by the reading of shapes left by the remaining grounds swilled

around before turning the cup upside down and allowing the patterns to settle into images of the

future. This ritual became daily in my last two weeks in the Palestinian refugee camp in Beirut

where Fadia, the subject of my film, was insistent on beginning each morning by reading both her

and my fortune without which procedure the day could not begin.

And I had to take up smoking after seeing the bullying tactics of the Israeli soldiers inflicted on the

Palestinian people and hearing first hand stories of atrocities committed. Where could I put this

anger and my frustration at the impossibility of intervening? The coffee helped but coffee and a

cigarette were better still- a tube of time in which to pull back, inhale and try to process the

experience without endangering anyone except perhaps myself. And, ironically, cigarettes can be

bought out there called TIME.

The smoking necessity could be brought on by such as the following two experiences:

The first:

Observing a girl soldier, big sunglasses perched on her head, while she left a Palestinian mother

and baby waiting in the hot sun for half an hour or so, as well as many others in line behind her

including me, and went off chatting and laughing with her colleagues rather than actually dealing

with the perfectly correct ID of the woman which she finally handed back without any form of eye

contact or verbal comment.

The second:

I was returning to Jerusalem after filming migrating birds having rings put on their legs at a

(Palestinian) bird centre just outside Bethlehem. Arriving at the checkpoint a couple of miles from

Jerusalem, we all got down from the Palestinian number 21 bus. A girl soldier again, casually

blowing bubble gum as she checked passes and IDs, stopped at the little boy in front of me and

called over to her colleague in order to hand him the boy’s pass. A man in plain clothes wearing

reflective dark glasses, he took the eleven or twelve year old to one side and started to quiz the

father on the document allowing him transit from the West Bank into Jerusalem. The father

became angry and started jumping up and down like an agitated crow. The security man

instructed the boy to accompany him around the corner of the building so as to separate them,

much to the apoplexy of the father. Smiling and laughing, the good-natured Palestinian bus driver

leapt down from the bus to calm the situation, joking and putting his arm protectively around the

father. Having returned to my seat at the window I watched all of this with mounting anger. The



father paced up and down in the sun with the driver trying to pacify him, as the boy, who was

looking terrified, continued to suffer a lengthy interrogation in the shadow around the corner of the

building. Finally they walked back to the father who was questioned further before the pass was

handed back to the boy, a flash of light reflecting off its cover laminated for protection against the

soldiers who often tear up this piece of paper that may have arrived after weeks and months of

waiting and many separate requests to the Israeli authorities. The driver, father and son resumed

their positions on the bus and, all smiling with relief, we continued our journey.

After a few minutes the father pressed the ‘stop’ button and he and his son rose to leave. As the

little boy passed by my seat he let slip the valuable but contentious document that had been at

the centre of this drama and it fell on the floor beside me. The boy started up the road behind his

father, oblivious to his loss, and I had to go after them shouting while everyone on the bus

laughed and shook their heads.

I feel certain that somehow the little boy had wanted to disentangle himself from this stiffened

object that had brought him only an unpleasant encounter. Remembering his face crumpling up

with fear when the soldier separated him from his father for questioning, necessitated a strong

desire for a cigarette. Back at the Jerusalem Hotel, my sanctuary in the city, I asked my friend

Oday the waiter for lemonade and a cigarette. He looked at the anger on my face and asked if I

was all right. “I feel like killing someone,” and I told him what I had seen. “Oh, that’s nothing. It

happens all the time- they are always tearing up passes. Don’t kill anyone today,” he added, and

calmly patting me on the back, he handed me a cigarette, lit it for me and walked off.

HOW TO DEMOLISH YOUR OWN HOME

It is almost impossible for a Palestinian family to get planning permission to add on to their

existing house let alone build a new one. Since 1967 Israel has sponsored the construction of

nearly 50,000 units for Israelis while fewer than 600 housing units have been built in the

Palestinian sector.

Even with an exorbitant fee to make an application, Palestinian attempts are almost always

turned down (94% from a recent survey). So, to accommodate growing families, they just build

anyway and take the risk- the penalty for which is enforced military demolition. This may take

place after a short warning period or with no warning at all. And it is not only building without a

permit that brings about demolition, this policy has also been extended as a deterrent strategy to

enforce demolitions or evictions on families of those associated with someone accused of

‘terrorist activity’.

Raed Sa’id is an artistic young man in his early 30s who I came to know a little in the Jerusalem

Hotel where he plays tabla (drum) on Mondays and Fridays and performs theatrically as an actor

both in Jerusalem and internationally. He has a gentle, sensitive face with huge, dark eyes and

dimples that become deeper when he smiles. One day I saw him looking very tired and sad,



sitting alone at a table in the vine-ceilinged restaurant area of the hotel that had become my office

and dining room. I went across to say hello and ask how he was. “I spent the day demolishing my

house,” he told me, his head drooping. I asked him what he meant by this and he explained that

the small extra apartment his family had built on the top of their house in the Old City – two

modest rooms to accommodate his sister and her children – were deemed illegal and so the

family was offered the choice of the military demolishing the structure for which pleasure they

must pay $25,000 (twenty five thousand US dollars) or do it for themselves. Not having such a

sum of money they had no alternative but to take the latter option. He showed me pictures on his

laptop of various stages of the deconstruction. I heard later that Angela had informed the Jimmy

Carter Foundation of this event and JC himself (not Himself in this holy city) had gone to meet

Raed’s family to hear first hand what had happened.

My conversation with Raed ended when he had to go up and play the tabla that post-demolition

Monday evening- “ What else can I do?” he said to me when I asked him if he had to play, before

taking up position next to the oud player. And I had no answer but to smoke a cigarette or two,

my eyes filling with angry tears as I watched his sensitive fingers bring forth beautiful rhythms out

of the hourglass-shaped instrument resting on his knee. He looked up from time to time, his dark

eyes engaging with no-one in the audience of evening diners, staring at a place far beyond the

room in which he was earning his living that evening.

Another striking person I met who had also suffered greatly from these Israeli policies was Um

Kamal, a grandmother in her late 60s, who now lives in a tent in East Jerusalem near to the

house she had inhabited for 52 years in Sheikh Jarrah and from which she was evicted late last

year. As well as house demolitions there are also enforced evictions to make way for Israeli

settlers, the underlying motive being to fragment Palestinian East Jerusalem as part of a Master

Plan to erase the Palestinian areas and occupy the city in its entirety.

Um Kamal and her wheelchair-bound husband were woken by the police at 4am and forcibly

evacuated from their house, all their belongings left strewn on the ground outside, and in a matter

of hours a Jewish settler family was installed in what had always been their home. Um Kamal’s

husband died of a heart attack six days later.

The Nahalat Shimon International settler group claims title deeds for the property, despite UN and

Palestinian assertions that this is impossible. ‘Stop Ethnic Cleansing’ the banner proclaims on the

side of the tent she now occupies in a parking lot close to her occupied house. An indomitable

woman- despite the many times the army have demolished her tent which stands on Palestinian

land she just sets up another one. But over twenty more houses close to hers have now also

been given eviction orders on the flimsiest of pretexts, the inhabitants’ claims of papers dating

back to the Ottoman period or being allotted their houses by the UN in the 1950s being disputed

by Israeli authorities who claim the settlers have documents that have greater authenticity and go



back further in time than theirs.

Ha-aretz newspaper, Jerusalem, August 2, 2009:

‘Ofra Ben-Artzi, the sister-in-law of Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, was detained

earlier this month by police in the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood in East Jerusalem.  An editor for

the anti-occupation magazine ‘HaKibush’, she spent several hours in police custody before being

released without any charges being filed. Her apparent crime was to sympathize with the

Palestinians who had recently been evicted from their homes.

“There are no words to describe the injustice and folly of this, we are walking with our open eyes

into the abyss. If we will not be smart enough to live together, Arabs and Jews, as in the days of

the British Mandate when there were two mayors in Jerusalem. . .what will we do then? Erect

concentration camps?”’

Angela’s organisation (ICAHD) states that this demolition policy means:

(1) the blatantly racist objective of maintaining a 72%-28% majority of Jews over Arabs;

(2) to confine the Palestinian population to small islands – the Arabs make up a third of the

Jerusalem population, but only have access to 7% of the urban land

(3) to ultimately force the Palestinians out of the city.

Since 1967, 18,000 Palestinian homes have been demolished in the Occupied Territories,

including East Jerusalem.

FEAR

In front of us the large black letters proclaimed NO FEAR. They had been stuck on the back of a

white car filled with Orthodox Jews now stuck in a traffic jam close to Jaffa Gate in Jerusalem. I

was returning from a day of filming with my ornithologist friend and advisor, Sami Backleh.

“You see,” he said pointing ahead and spluttering in agitation, “they are taught to be afraid. What

hope is there?” He asked rhetorically.

I told him how I had had a meeting with an Israeli ornithologist the night before in the Crowne

Plaza hotel in West Jerusalem (someone Sami has worked with in the past) and had been very

disturbed to see in the children’s section of the hotel shop that next to the pop-up books of Noah

and his Ark and various stuffed animals, the biggest area of the shelf had been reserved for

toddler-sized camouflage peaked hats with the white embroidered letters ISRAELI ARMY in both

English and Hebrew.

This fear and control is most prominently on display among the settlers randomly wandering

around with a gun or often two, as any settler civilian in Israel can and frequently does. A

machine gun slung over their shoulder and a pistol in hand, they casually talk to friends in a



crowded shopping area or walk down a street with a finger positioned on the trigger of the pistol.

ID

Sami and I had been filming the endangered lesser kestrel out in the desert near the monastery

of Mar Saba, where a bright purple but otherwise unmarked helicopter had been circling over us-

IDF military reconnaissance apparently. I had first met and been impressed by Sami almost two

years ago when he was describing the difficulties of his job as an environmentalist in a place

where land is so contested and access and mobility are made difficult by factors such as the wall

and checkpoints. When, for example, he needed to document the nesting habits of some bird he

was often thwarted by the bird having nested too close to an Israeli settlement where he could not

go for fear of being shot at.

Palestinian, with the blue-coloured Jerusalem ID, Sami is a resident but not a citizen of Jerusalem

and has a Jordanian passport but is not a citizen of Jordan. He can travel in both the Palestinian

areas of the West Bank and in Israel unlike those Palestinians with a West Bank ID who have to

make an application for a pass to get access to travel to Jerusalem and can only leave the

country via one of the two crossings into Jordan and then make their way overland to the airport

at Amman, a full day’s travel with maybe six or seven hours spent at the crossing, before taking

an international flight. And then there are the ‘Israeli Arabs’, whose families managed to stay

within Israeli territory after 1948 and consequently have Israeli citizenship which leaves them with

a somewhat confusing legacy and not all the benefits of other Israeli citizens.

It is all so exhaustingly complicated out here and just when you think you have understood an

aspect of life someone else tells you something else which completely undermines all that you

were just believing you may have partially grasped.

BLOOD AND SWEETCORN

The main checkpoint between Israel and the West Bank is now part of the separation wall that

continues on either side of it and is called Qalandia. Here Palestinians have to get down from the

bus and go inside a big building where they queue to pass from Palestinian into Israeli territory

via metal caged tunnels with turnstiles at the end that only turn when the soldiers decide, the

green light above being no indicator of access through. These tunnels are maybe thirty feet in

length and only wide enough for one non-obese person with their arms straight at their sides, to

occupy in a line. The structures are very similar to those I have seen used for cattle being loaded

into trucks on their way to market or the slaughterhouse, or sheep being channelled into a

disinfectant dip. Too narrow to turn around in, and hot and airless in summer, if you were taken ill

trapped in a line of people it would be very difficult to get out. The Israelis call the building that

houses this paraphernalia a ‘terminal’. This sinister word reinforces a separation from ‘the other’,



encourages a border crossing mentality. Once past this first turnstile you have to queue again to

pass through another before putting all your bags through the X-ray and then showing your

passport/ID/pass-for-the-day (curfew at 7pm for those with day passes) to the soldier on duty who

often has his/her legs up on the desk while deciding on your destiny. It took me over two hours to

travel the seven miles between Ramallah and Jerusalem on several occasions because of having

to negotiate the checkpoint. It is impossible to know the time taken to ‘process’ those queuing

through the claustrophobic cage at Qalandia or at other checkpoints (currently approximately 70

manned checkpoints but over 600 ‘obstacles’ that can be turned into checkpoints), making

meetings or job interviews or arriving for work or school on time extremely difficult.

I heard so many stories of deaths and births or missing a loved one’s death or demise or funeral

by being held at checkpoints and refused a passage through.

The brother-in-law of the English-born director of the Art Academy in Ramallah where I taught

was one such victim. A father of three, I met one of his little girls, he had suffered a heart attack

last year and was taken from his home in Shoahfat refugee camp in Jerusalem but the soldiers

refused him exit through the checkpoint at the edge of the camp, despite all his papers being in

perfect order and having every right to pass through.

As Tina put it, “The golden hour was lost and he didn’t make it.”

Tina lives in the same camp, her husband was born here and her own two young children have to

get up at 5:30am in order to ensure they can extricate themselves from the checkpoint and be at

school a couple of miles on the other side by 8am.

Once when travelling back to Jerusalem from Ramallah after a day of teaching we were told to

get down from the bus before we reached Qalandia as the traffic was not moving and the driver

wanted us to walk the rest of the way, probably about a mile. At the approach to the checkpoint

there was further chaos- cars were driving across the circle of the roundabout, turning and

backing up across, round, through and against the oncoming traffic. There were no rules, it did

not matter as long as you were moving, and tension levels were high.

I watched all of this incredulously for a while, especially a huge truck whose driver had tried to

make a detour across rough terrain and had got his front wheel jammed on an enormous piece of

concrete- the idea of reversing away from it came after many attempts to rise up and drive over it,

such was his determination to outwit the traffic. As I started to move towards the checkpoint tower

I heard a voice through the revving engines and angry shouting and realised it was directed at

me. A short, grey-haired man was offering me a piece of sweetcorn from his mobile cart. I politely

refused but he would not hear of such a thing and producing a broken plastic chair, he

emphatically placed it at the edge of all this turmoil- the only ringside seat. I could not say no.

He was missing a lot of teeth but spoke quite good English and was determined to have an



English lesson with me. His name was Ibrahim and he had travelled up from Hebron in the south

of the West Bank, leaving his family and five children behind for the week, covering a distance

that should be about 26 miles directly but having a West Bank ID he would need to

circumnavigate the extravagant loops of the wall making the journey much longer.

Ibrahim looked about 60 years old so I was very surprised when he told me he was 39. His idea

of an English lesson was a sort of ‘I spy’, pointing to things with me correcting him if he was

wrong. He started on parts of the body and had got to ‘knee’ when I was aware of a scuffle and

turning saw five Israeli soldiers dragging along two grim-faced Palestinian youths with bloodied

faces who looked very beaten up. Although there was no-one close by except me and Ibrahim

and the mass of people behind us in their cars negotiating the roundabout, the soldier at the back

kept swivelling around and pointing his gun in front of him into the emptiness as if a horde of

people were about to pounce on the group and reclaim the prisoners. And sitting there with

Ibrahim, who had not paused for a second from concentrating on his English lesson, with dust

and rubbish and plastic bags caught on razor wire swirling all about us and drivers only intent on

driving out of this nightmare, the face on that soldier was truly terrifying because he, himself, was

terrified and the act of peering down the sight of his rifle into the void seemed fraught with

desperation.

This was I think the only time I felt really scared during my time out here. Such a young boy

armed with a loaded weapon is dangerous and I resisted any temptation to take out my camera

while gradually becoming aware that Ibrahim was trying to get my attention, saying the same

word to me over and over while tapping on my shoulder.

“Elbow, elbow, elbow?”

I finally replied distractedly, “No, ‘shoulder’. Did you see that?”

But he showed no interest whatsoever in the spectacle that had passed by, had seen it all before

and doubtless would again very soon- all he wanted was to keep the word game going. I thanked

him for the corn, paid him for another one and went on my way in desperate need of a cigarette.

Postscript: Although I made that same journey through Qalandia checkpoint many times more I

never saw a glimpse of Ibrahim again- he was like the fool in Hamlet who had somehow stumbled

away from this God-forsaken stage through the trash and swirling dust-storms, pushing his

sweetcorn cart in front of him.

I was once driven back to Jerusalem by a young man who took me through a different crossing,

one for those with Israeli passes or the Jerusalem ID. An artist and photographer, he was a very

tall, sensitive individual in his late 20s with sad eyes. He apologised for not lifting my heavy bags

into the car but he was having back problems that day. A legacy from childhood when the soldiers

caught him throwing stones at them in Jerusalem, and systematically drove a rifle butt several



times into his lower back as punishment. He was in hospital for six months and will need

operations later on which he cannot afford to pay for at present.

FOR WHAT REASONS?

“For security reasons”. Everything is ‘for security reasons’- the building is demolished ‘for security

reasons’; the Bedouin are moved off yet another patch of land ‘for security reasons’; the person is

refused entry past the checkpoint ‘for security reasons’; the road is built to the settlement along

which the Palestinians cannot travel and which destroys a swathe of Palestinian farmland for

which the farmer receives no compensation ‘for security reasons’; the tramway that is being

constructed beside part of the ancient wall of the Old City and will stop only at settlements and

places useful to Israeli inhabitants while having no stops in Palestinian areas despite bisecting

them and causing yet another aggravation and barrier that must be negotiated as well as the wall

itself. . . “For security reasons, for security reasons, for security reasons. . .”

WATER, WATER. . .SOMEWHERE. . .

I turned on the bathroom tap in Ramallah and only a few drops came out.

“Samar- there’s something wrong with the water,” I shouted to my friend and hostess.

“It’s probably been cut off.”

“What do you mean?”

“The Israelis have cut the supply. They don’t tell us when they’re going to do it, they just do it.”

Her elderly mother, who lives in an apartment in the same building, appeared in the doorway in

her dressing gown and slippers.

“There’s no water.”

“We know.”

She shrugged her shoulders, made a face that said more than a thousand words, turned and

silently shuffled out.

A few phone calls later and we had confirmation from a friend of Samar’s brother - it was nothing

to do with laying a new pipe in the road nearby, the Israelis were responsible.

And it was a week before we were able to have a shower again.

Water. A commodity in the Middle East. It is not that there is not enough in the Israeli/Palestinian

territories, it is just a matter of who is controlling it and Israel has power over approximately 80%

of the water in the West Bank. They frequently turn off supplies to Palestinians despite charging

them for water that actually originates in their own territory. Water can be bought during these

rationed periods from an Israeli tanker for a per litre fee that rises dramatically in the summer

when needs are greatest. Poor people cannot afford the price.

The wall has been built supposedly purely for ‘security reasons’ but zigzags around aquifers,



ensuring that they are contained on the Israeli side of this divisive 8 metre (26 feet) high

monument to separation. One particular place where this is so obvious is the Palestinian town of

Qalqiliya which is strategically placed in terms of a being situated on a major aquifer. 19 wells

have been confiscated and incorporated on the Israeli side and are now used to pump water to

the 19 (strange balance of numbers here) surrounding illegal Israeli settlements.

Qalqiliya was largely dependent on agriculture for employment but this has drastically changed

with the arrival of the wall whose construction meant confiscation (without any compensation) of

50% of its land. The wall now completely encircles the town which is trapped like a ship in a bottle

and, like the ship glued to the bottom of the glass, has had its function removed and access to its

remaining land made extremely difficult. Only a few farmers are allowed access to their land and

only at prescribed times- the 3 days allowed to harvest their olives when it should take a month

are not necessarily falling at a time when the olives are ready to be harvested. And those unripe

olives left behind are later taken by Israeli settlers.

This water discrimination is easy to see visually by looking at any Palestinian area in Jerusalem

and then at the Israeli side of the city just across the street. On the Palestinian side all the houses

have clusters of large black plastic water tanks on their rooftops. Sightings of water tanks on

Israeli roofs in Jerusalem or in the settlements in the occupied West Bank are rare. Palestinians

are paying the same taxes as the Israelis in Jerusalem (despite the Israeli per capita income

being 8 times higher) but get very different services. The unrationed settlers use six times the

amount of water per head compared to the Palestinians (350 litres as opposed to 60 litres per

person per day in the Palestinian areas, a figure that includes public institutions and urban use

etc.). Israeli private gardens on the west side of the city in the summer are green and lush as are

the parks where, seductive as these green oases initially seemed to me, the sprinkler systems

became obscene objects of excess after seeing the gardens and outside areas in the eastern,

Palestinian parts of the city which are scorched brown.

BIRTHDAYS AND SETTLER STAMPEDE

The husband of a very good friend of mine in New York had asked me if there was any way I

could record a video clip of myself singing Happy Birthday and some other snippets that he could

edit together with footage from others to make a special birthday film. With this in mind I decided

to head for the Austrian Hospice, in the Old City and not far from my apartment, whose flat roof

offers a fine view of the Dome of the Rock.  This was at the beginning of June and I had been

living in Jerusalem, in the centre of the labyrinthine Old City, for almost two months. By now I was

reasonably familiar with the maze of streets in its interior, none of them wide enough to drive a

car along so porters pushing wooden carts, on the back of which is a chain and a deflated rubber

tyre that they stand on as a brake when going downhill, are the only way of bringing goods and



luggage in and out of the souk and surrounding web of narrow alleyways.

A little earlier on this particular day I had been filming an alarming spectacle outside Damascus

Gate- the entrance through the Old City wall to the Moslem quarter and traditionally a major

trading area for selling local produce until the Israelis banned stallholders from setting up their

wares on the wide steps outside. This day was ‘Jerusalem Day’, a day when Israelis celebrate

what they call the ‘reunification’ of Jerusalem during the Six Day War when they managed to take

control of the Eastern part of the city, including the Old City, which had been under Jordanian

control. On this day numbers of settlers, I did not know on what scale until later, make the journey

from all over the West Bank and Israel to march through Damascus Gate in a triumphal display of

nationalism. It was early evening and I had filmed a few people trickling through, waving oversize

Israeli flags and then, as it all seemed to be over, I set off to attempt my birthday video.

It was windy on the roof and every time I got ready to speak to the camera and sing ‘Happy

Birthday’ a group of tourists would emerge from the stairs and come my way to gaze out blankly

at the city spread out behind me and, being an artist of the generally non-performative variety, I

waited until they had gone. I finally managed to mutter a few things about how wonderful my

friend is into the wind and general direction of the lens before I became aware that my birthday

singing was being overtaken in volume by an escalating noise from the street below.  Leaning

over the parapet I was shocked to see a river of blue and white- a continuous stream of people,

seemingly all men and most of them draped with Israeli flags, were moving through the Old City

on their way to the Western Wall. After repositioning the camera over the edge of the building, I

could see men with sticks banging on the doors of Palestinian shops that had been ordered to

close for the day ‘for security reasons’, and then stopping at the crossing which leads to Al-Aqsa

mosque and al Haram al Sharif or the Dome of the Rock, forming a circle and performing what

appeared to be a triumphal, aggressive song accompanied by much foot stomping and flag

waving before moving on.

“Do you have permission to film here?” A voice behind me said. Turning, I saw a young man who

told me that the Hospice was not a political place, it was religious and I needed permission to film.

I said I was not from any television company but was filming for myself and he sat down on the

parapet saying, “O.K. then, as long as it’s only for yourself.”

He looked weary and offered me a cigarette. “I try not to work on this day. I hate to be out when

this is going on.”

He told me that in other years there was fighting, the soldiers colluded with the settlers and it

could get nasty but lately many streets were blocked off making violence less likely.

He seemed very calm and resigned about it all, just wanting it over so he could go home.

“Don’t try to go anywhere through this though. Wait a while,” he advised me.

The frenzied expressions on the faces of the young men below me were a second warning. I

thanked him for the cigarette and went down to the terrace area of the hostel, only a few feet



above the heads of the crowd. I set up my camera and started to film- it was dusk now and

nobody seemed to notice or care. Behind the lens I feel invisible so I was a little shocked when a

man from below who had been chatting with the soldiers yelled at me to stop. So I did. I just set

up a few yards further along. It was probably two hours before the torrent of flag-waving people

began to thin out and I felt comfortable enough to emerge from the safety of Austria and walk the

short distance back to my apartment. On the way I passed an oldish Orthodox couple and I could

hear them speaking to each other in English with an American accent.

“Excuse me,” I said to the woman, “please can you tell me what today is all about.”

She turned to me as we both walked along this ancient street in the Moslem area, “This is the day

in 1967 when the city became reunited.” She smiled in a friendly way.

“I see,” I said and let her walk on ahead but she made a point of turning back to me to say,

“Before that we weren’t allowed to come here but now you see it’s OURS.” She said the last word

with great emphasis, looking at me with shining eyes. This seemed a somewhat alarming travesty

of the truth but I was not in the mood to remonstrate with her and turned right up the long flight of

stone steps that led to where I was staying.

HEBRON- A HOLY PLACE

I had promised an English friend, Edward Platt, to take photographs for his forthcoming book on

Hebron or Al-Khalil (‘Friend of God’) as the Palestinians call it. Known as ‘City of the Patriarchs’ to

the Jews, for them it is the next holiest city after Jerusalem as it supposedly contains the site of

Abraham and Sarah’s tombs as well as those of Isaac and Jacob and their wives. Hebron also

has great religious significance for Moslems as well as Christians and is a city notorious for all the

violent incidents that occur there. It is the largest city in the West Bank with 150,000 Palestinians

and around 500 extremist right-wing settlers who are guarded by several hundred Israeli soldiers.

It is the only city where Palestinians and settlers live side by side and because of all the tension

the town has been split into two areas since 1997- H1 and H2. H2, containing the settlers but also

80,000 Palestinians is maintained by Israeli security and it is here that most of the trouble takes

place.

I travelled there with an American artist living in Berlin called Michael Baers, who also happens to

be Jewish. We booked into adjoining rooms in the Hebron Tourist Hotel above a supermarket

where photocopied signs were pinned up that considerately showed us the direction of Mecca,

and then we set off to meet our guide for the day, Hisham. He told us a series of alarming stories-

too long and complex to record here- but essentially the army shut down most of the Old City

market after the Second Intifada in 2000, welding iron bars onto the doors so the Palestinian

shopkeepers could not get in. Those that have been allowed to re-open make a pitiful living-

before it was around $1,000 per month, “Now we are lucky if we make that in a year,” one

shopkeeper told me sadly.  And in many cases the army have taken over the upper floors (“for



security reasons”) which had contained storage and maybe a kitchen and bathroom for the

storekeepers, one of whom told me how the soldiers had left the taps running upstairs causing

him to lose $150,000 worth of stock.

The settlers’ houses in the H2 area back onto the covered market in the H1 Palestinian controlled

part of the city. The narrow walkway between the shops has a strange ceiling- a sagging roof of

wire netting that acts as a net to catch most, but not all, of the missiles sent down by the settlers

and soldiers. There are bricks, concrete blocks, some so large that two men would have been

needed to roll them off the buildings, every kind of trash and bottles of urine or faeces, all

dropped in an attempt to hurt the Palestinians below. We were shown a hole where corrosive

liquid had burnt through an awning damaging the goods below but luckily no-one was hurt unlike

a man who had recently been the recipient of a steel bar that slipped through the netting, entering

his skull by 4cm. He was lucky and survived.

One shopkeeper pointed to a bottle of urine on a shelf near the open doorway which had been

lobbed in his direction the day before and then he went to the back of the shop to show us a rock

and a brick that were also recently thrown at him. He disappeared one last time and returned with

a thermos of delicious homemade lemonade and handed out plastic cups to us all, shaking his

head at the horror of it all here.

People in Hebron did not look happy and the most miserable-looking person of all that I saw was

a settler woman. We walked up a street we had been advised not to visit as it is where the most

hardcore settlers are living, Al Shohada or King David Street to those settlers living there. Once

all Palestinian market shops, it is now deserted with welded metal bars across the doors which

have also acquired graffiti of the Star of David or such epithets as GAS THE ARABS. No

Palestinians have been allowed here since 2000. There was a young woman with a brightly

coloured headscarf tied behind her neck sitting on a low wall. As we approached I smiled at her

and said “Shalom.” She never switched her gaze from staring straight ahead and did not

acknowledge me in any way although I passed by only a couple of feet from her. Her face was

scrunched up with bitterness and I felt a cold breath of fear pass over me as I sensed her hatred

and defiance. She could have been acting in ‘The Exorcist’. We moved swiftly on.

On the relatively open and dusty hillside in the H2 area above, where many archaeological

remains can be found together with ancient olive trees, we passed a solitary house in a beautiful

position overlooking the eastern side of the town.

“My sister used to live here,” Hisham told us. “But the soldiers were always making raids on the

house, saying it was a ‘security check’ and when she was pregnant they often put her and her

children under the tree outside and held them there at gunpoint for maybe two hours at a time. In

the end she became unwell and the children were always wetting the bed so they moved out.”

Further down the hill was Abraham’s Well. On the side of the entrance walls stencilled phrases



saying END THE OCCUPATION had been crossed out with green paint and FINISH THE

OCCUPATION had been written instead and ZIONISM IS RACISM had been changed to

ZIONISM IS THE ANSWER.

We ran into more sad-looking Palestinians living in the Israeli controlled area who have to keep

the shutters on their houses closed at all times to prevent the settlers’ missiles from coming in. At

week-ends the settlers get their out-of-town friends to come over and perpetrate acts of violence

against Palestinians and as they are not local residents and their faces are unfamiliar they cannot

be described fully to the police so they are never caught. We were told of an incident when some

rock-throwing settlers attacked some shepherds just outside the city. While the shepherds were

moving their flock out of the way, the settlers took two of their donkeys and stabbed them with

knives, killing one and seriously injuring the other.

Hisham told us how his grandfather used to talk about the days when Moslems and Jews were

good neighbours and shared in each other’s religious holidays and how that had only changed

after a massacre in 1929 when Palestinians murdered 68 Jews after hearing false rumours that

Jews were killing Arabs in Jerusalem (Hisham’s grandfather had hidden some Jews in his house

during this period) and the British Mandate police had moved out the remaining Jewish

community for their own safety. The balance was redressed in 1994 when an extremist Israeli-

American settler shot dead 52 Palestinians and wounded over 100 others at prayer in the

Ibrahimi mosque.

We went to one small hilltop settlement built on stilts above an important archaeological site just

above where Hisham’s sister used to live. Hisham could not come with us here and when we had

walked up the hill earlier he walked several paces ahead, the soldiers being more likely to

question our presence if we were accompanied by a Palestinian.

At the entrance we managed to chat up the soldiers. One of them had been born in London and

we talked a bit about the city in a perfectly normal, civil way and they let us through, which is

apparently quite unusual. A few yards up the hill was the next tier of military, this time a young

blonde man. He gave us a big smile and it turned out that Michael had friends in a neighbouring

city in Russia to his Belarus birthplace and so we had made another ally in this place. He directed

us around the corner of the houses on stilts to where we could see, “A beautiful view of olive

trees and the whole city.” Thanking him we moved forward to our third soldier experience which

was not so pleasant. A young Sephardic-looking man sitting at a table under a tree with a black

field telephone attached to a big battery that looked like a prop from a World War Two movie.

“Who let you through here?” he demanded before making a call on the phone, proving its

functional use, and then gestured for us to continue while avoiding any eye contact.

As we left the young Russian said to us, “Be careful out there, it’s under Palestinian control, but



our soldiers are everywhere.” And I wanted to tell him that ‘out there’ was where I felt safest.

Where there were no soldiers or police or settlers brandishing weapons, where we were offered

lemonade out of a grubby purple thermos and many cups of tea by other Palestinian shopkeepers

wanting to tell us their stories.

The journey in a service taxi back to Ramallah was a gloomy one for me despite being in the

company of a very jovial driver chain-smoking in contravention of the NO SMOKING sign above

his mirror. During the three hours it took due to an accident on another road, I could not stop

thinking about the main subjects that had emerged during out brief time in Hebron- the young boy

soldiers recently arrived in Israel, hopeful for their new life yet so indoctrinated with fear; the

anger of the God-appointed settlers and the infinite resignation and melancholy of the

Palestinians abused by their neighbours.

In the last of the evening sun, as I was staring at the separation wall that we had to travel around

and which divided so many things in this ancient landscape, a young man on a chestnut-coloured

Arab horse trotted into view towards the setting sun. With its tail held high, the horse picked its

way deftly over the rocky terrain. This timeless image of the man and his horse moving together,

shining out in golden light against the shadowed backdrop of the concrete slabs, seemed

symbolic of an unquenchable spirit that made the scar of clumsy ugliness behind momentarily

inconsequential.

REMEMBERING AND FORGETTING

The first time I broke a ten year abstinence from smoking during this trip was when a softly

spoken young Palestinian man, wanting to be a photographer and working as an art gallery

assistant, told me he had been put in prison for four years for teaching history to children. The

‘history’ that was punishable was telling what had actually happened in 1948, the history of the

Palestinians that the Israelis forbid to be mentioned even in most Arab schools inside Israel.

Referred to by Palestinians as  ‘Al-Naqba’ or ‘the catastrophe’ and by the Israelis as the War of

Independence, the statistics are clear that many massacres took places where there was

resistance in 1948 with close to a million Palestinians being expelled from their homes and over

500 villages destroyed in order to form the Israeli state.

Instead, the imposed Israeli history syllabus omits Palestinian history in the region and tells a

story of ‘liberation’ of a land waiting for the return of its people after two thousand years. I think

that this is actually what I found most shocking about my travels around the area- the blatant

omissions, erasures and fabrication of events of the recent past- replacing history with mythology.

The present Israeli education minister has decreed that all references to ‘Al-Naqba’ should be

banned from now on in Arab schools as well as Israeli, no matter the textbook, and asserts:

"There is no reason to present the creation of the Israeli state as a catastrophe in an official



teaching program. The education system's objective is not to deny the legitimacy of our state, nor

promote extremism among Arab Israelis."

I visited many sites of destroyed villages in Israel. There is never any mention of what was there

only sixty years ago, many of them have been turned into parks with signs that list donors in far

distant Canada or South America and there is often a reference to the place existing in the Torah

thus reinforcing and justifying a religious right to belong that jumps two millennia of actual history.

In most of these places the buildings have been obliterated and over the rubble fast-growing pine

trees have been planted and sometimes a café has been constructed with picnic tables

overlooking the site of destruction where Israeli visitors and tourists can sit with their sandwiches

oblivious to the recent history of the place.

TEARS IN A GARDEN

I went to say goodbye to Angela one morning in late July as she was leaving for a holiday in

Sinai. I was a little late, having taken the bus from Ramallah and negotiated the ‘terminal’ building

with all its signs to do this and then that and always to ‘Wait Further Instructions’.

We sat in the garden of a café in Bethlehem Road close to her home in West Jerusalem. It was

the garden to what had once been a beautiful Palestinian villa, its stone-pillared portico having

witnessed all the arrivals and enforced departures of 1948.

And now I will refer directly to the journal I was writing in that morning:

‘Angela has left and I have just seen the arm of one of the two men at the table next to mine. He

is an old man wearing a short-sleeved white shirt and there is a watch with a steel strap on his left

arm and a white baseball cap with dirty smudges on his head. Now he is resting his left arm on a

walking stick, making what I had first noticed clearer. On his forearm is the tattoo of a six figure

number*. It is blurred with time and the edges dissolve into brown age spots. The folds of his old

skin fall in tight pleats making the number hard to decipher. He has just straightened his arm and

with the skin more taut I can read 177540 and I have started to cry.

I feel my own Jewish heritage rise up in solidarity with his and I have an urge to reach out across

the narrow gap between us over the old Palestinian flagstones. I want to touch that pleated skin

and its indelible bruise of a number. And by touching it I wish I could heal and ask for compassion

for the situation here.

I am crying for memories of my aunt’s beloved Belgian husband who was murdered in a

concentration camp for being Jewish and for being in the resistance in Vichy France; for my

relations who had to change their name in the 19th century in order to avoid anti-Semitism and for

other relations ‘crucified’ on doors at schools for being Jewish in early 20th century England and

for all the people with whom I have no connection but who suffer discrimination here and



elsewhere in the world.

This man must have seen such unspeakable horrors. How is it possible that the country he lives

in, has come to as a sanctuary after such atrocities, has not learnt from his experience? Why

must this horrific cycle of abuse go on?’

Apologies for the melodramatic timbre of this writing but it was a significant moment for me as

well as being one of intense sadness. All the anxiety, tension, anger and frustration that I had

absorbed over the last weeks in my travels back and forth between Jerusalem and the West Bank

were suddenly released by seeing a blurred number drilled into this man’s skin.

*During later research I discovered that the man must have been at Auschwitz, the only place where the practise of

tattooing was employed from the early 1940s in order to identify the people who had died. Once those who had died

exceeded those who were living a new number series was started. For men in Auschwitz, there were three series: the

general series of numbers from 1 to 202,499, used to register inmates from May 1940 until January 18, 1945. Only those

deportees who were not selected at arrival in Auschwitz for immediate murder in the gas chambers were registered and

assigned numbers by the SS.

Returning to my diary an hour later that same day:

‘And now I am on the Palestinian bus going to East Jerusalem and I am looking at the left forearm

of a man standing up at the front near the driver. The angle of the sun is projecting shadow letters

onto his arm from the glass door beside him where names of places the bus passes through are

listed on the window. BEIT SAFAFA is on his arm now, a place decimated by the building of the

separation wall and subject to enforced house demolitions because a new Israeli settlement is

planned on Beit Safafa land.

So these illusory shadow letters, temporarily inscribed on this man’s arm, describe another type

of shadow that affects the lives of so many people here- that of an invasive colonialism that

knows no boundaries. But as he moves and the shadows evaporate in the empty space he

leaves behind, so I hope the situation will change sometime but it is hard to imagine when.’

SELECTIVE MEMORY - A PERSONAL CONCLUSION

One of the many troubles with this situation seems to be an Israeli system of ‘forgetting’, of

obscuring what actually happened in favour of presenting the Zionist origins of Israel entwined

with an ancient religious history twenty centuries old. What occurred in between seems largely

superfluous. Suppressing the Palestinian identity and attempting to erase wherever possible their

considerable history and presence in this land while replacing it with a mythologised God-

appointed reason to belong here is more than disturbing.

And with the Palestinians there is an impossibility of forgetting, of laying anything to rest while

continuing to endure a prolonged bereavement for their unresolved situation. This is particularly

true for the 4.5 million classified as refugees, which constitute the largest national group that has



been displaced for the longest period of time (according to the latest World Refugee Survey).

Several generations have now been born in camps where many of the older inhabitants, who

were exiled from Palestine, have spent their entire lives waiting for some news, hoping to be

remembered, given the right to return or, at the very least, found permanent homes with electricity

and clean running water instead of the uncomfortable makeshift dwellings that they have survived

in for so many decades.

Any chance of building a solid, ‘secure’ Israeli state when the actual facts about its creation have

been so mangled, seems impossible. And there has never been even a hint of an apology to

those affected. Jewish history is not a happy tale for the most part and my own relatives were part

of that narrative- discriminated against and forced into various trajectories of exile. And while I

had relations who died during the Holocaust, I find the use of this horrific episode and all those

others accumulated before it as a shield behind which to exist beyond criticism while perpetrating

continued acts of unchecked mistreatment on Palestinians totally unacceptable.

For those who were so abused to become such abusers is a tragic situation and the continuing

programme of ethnic cleansing in Palestine today that continues, with very little interference from

other countries, seems intolerable. How can peace ever be achieved without some form of truth

and reconciliation commission, an acknowledgement of what really took place followed by an

apology?

WHAT WAS SARAH BEDDINGTON, THE ARTIST, DOING OVER THERE?

 I now have several film projects in various stages of being. In at least two of them the subject of

bird migration is still an ongoing theme, explored both in Israel and in the West Bank but the first

film to be completed will be a portrait of the Moslem cemetery in Mamilla, West Jerusalem which

dates back through eight centuries of Ottoman rule to Saladin.

I came across it by chance when walking around the city and noticed how out of place it seemed

in this neighbourhood. Entering the area with its beautiful but battered tombs it felt a haunted,

neglected place of the type I am frequently drawn to. I was further perplexed when searching for

some sign to explain its obvious historical importance and could only find a polished steel plaque

naming the area ‘Praça Oswaldo Aranha’ and listing benefactors living far removed in Latin

America.

Further research revealed that until the 1920s it was the burial site for important dignitaries

including sheikhs, imams from Al Aqsa mosque, governors of the city, scholars and military

leaders and is thus an archive of a long period in the history of Jerusalem. Since the creation of

Israel in 1948 the demise of Mamilla, or Maman Allah to give it its Arabic name, cemetery has

been rapid and only 8% of the original land remains. The construction of the adjacent

‘Independence Park’, with its manicured green lawns and artificial streams tumbling over carefully

placed rocks, flattened a large expanse of graves. Most of the remaining tombstones have been



vandalised or destroyed, pipes have been laid directly over the stones, crushing them more, and

the municipality frequently tips shredded vegetation and soil material into the area in an attempt

to raise the ground level and submerge the stones in debris.

This lack of acknowledgement at Mamilla Cemetery is a graphic example to me of the continuous

attempts by the Israeli authorities to erase and disrupt Palestinian rights to maintain a normal

existence in the city.

But the greatest irony or tragedy of all is that the northwest part of the cemetery is at present the

construction site for a building complex named ‘Center for Human Dignity- Museum of Tolerance

Jerusalem’, funded by the Simon Wiesenthal Center in the U.S. and designed by Frank Gehry.

Simon Wiesenthal himself is quoted as saying:

“When peace comes to Israel, as I believe it most certainly will, then issues of tolerance and

mutual respect will be the dominant issues in the twenty first century.”

A lawsuit to try and prevent building the museum on cemetery land (many skeletons were

uncovered during the first phase and have still not been returned and a futher 200 plus were

unearthed this summer and put in a mass grave) resulted in a suspension of activities for four

years but in October 2008 the High Court overturned the case and construction resumed, now

hidden behind high sheet metal fences topped by numerous surveillance cameras.

Over a period of time, from a concealed vantage point high above the fence, I filmed male and

female workers sifting through the soil and digging the foundations for the building. The film will

document the cemetery area from daylight through dusk, juxtaposing footage of the digging with a

reflective portrait of the immediate area surrounding the fence: the largely broken tombs and

Mamilla Pool, a now empty stone-lined water reservoir in existence since Herodian times.

The soundtrack incorporates the Palestinian poet Mahmoud Abu Hashhash reading tomb

inscriptions, thus helping to make the film both an act of remembering and a plea for compassion

in a place that shows so much evidence of attempted erasure.

THE END OF MY TRIP- THE REFUGEE CAMP

The next film after the cemetery one will be the second phase of a work already started called

‘Memory to Forgetfulness’, about a mother and daughter both born in refugee camps outside of

Palestine and their attempts to rise above the grim circumstances of their situation. For this

project I spent the last two weeks of my extended trip away in Bourj el-Barajneh camp in the

southern suburbs of Beirut, symbolically close to the airport from which most Palestinians in

Lebanon have no travel papers through which to pass.

My time in the camp was spent in temperatures in the high 30s C, around 100F, with what felt like

100% humidity. This was exacerbated by the frequent lack of any electricity. Although most of the

country suffers from these outages, the camps and the south of the country are worst affected.



Since I was last there two years ago, an entrepreneurial family in the camp have built a generator

adjoining Fadia’s house with three chimneys that belch forth acrid fumes. Payment is demanded

for the privilege of receiving erratic supplies- the machine is supposed to take over when the state

power fails, but often they seem to be running and not working simultaneously. Both of Fadia’s

children have suffered chest conditions since it was installed but they are all powerless against

the clan who run it.

And showers and washing up and even turning on the tap are all hazardous activities as there is

only foul salty water, which I think must be full of chemicals as my face started to tingle all over

before coming into direct contact with it. Having a shower makes every orifice sting in a way no

seawater does and washing dishes mean your fingers are like miniature versions of Shar-Pei

dogs in seconds (the dog that looks as if it’s wearing a skin five sizes too large).

So we sat around sweating a lot, mostly on the floor, the coolest surface in the heat of the day,

and Fadia told me of her hopes and fears- mostly her fears in this entombed place where nothing

has really changed but has maybe got worse over the last 60 years since the refugees first

arrived. All the buildings in the camp are illegal as with refugee status the inhabitants are not

supposed to build anything permanent. And being refugees they have no legal rights in Lebanon-

no citizenship or travel papers, no access to any state benefits or healthcare or most education

and denied from applying for over 70 jobs. A bleak environment where unemployment and

domestic violence in this male-centric society is very high and drug use and prostitution are on

the increase.

When the electricity did make a brief appearance and the ceiling fan started up and the television

came on Fadia would busy herself with distractedly flicking through the channels, choosing to

pause on the ones that showed Arabic music performances. She particularly likes the old

Egyptian scenarios but cannot watch movies except comedies as anything at all sad affects her

too deeply.

A widow with two children at 19, her parents and four siblings emigrated to Denmark and as she

was one year above the maximum offspring age allowance of 18 years she was forbidden entry.

Subsequent attempts by her parents in Denmark and her sister in Jordan to extricate her and her

children from the camp have all failed and about this she nurses a huge sadness. Despite her

hardships, she has busied herself with a kindergarten she co-founded 20 years ago and where

she is head teacher to 230 children. She is always fundraising for everything from schoolbooks to

building new classrooms as there is no state support.

I went through a complicated series of meetings with senior camp representatives to try and get

permission to film outside the perimeter of the camp having been told that Hezbollah and Hamas

might cause problems but with a camp representative in attendance it should be all right. Of

course there was a lack of communication and at the appointed time no-one could accompany

me until after I was supposed to have left, so I just went ahead and did it anyway. No-one tried to



stop me except to ask good-naturedly which TV company I was with and other such questions.

My pitifully few words of Arabic came in very useful at moments like this.

Men with no jobs and missing limbs hobbled about on crutches and I frequently saw one legless

man manoeuvring himself in a wheelchair up the filthy streets. One day a hijab-wearing woman in

her 50s called at the house. Nesmia had come to show Fadia her foot damaged by a lump of

concrete that had fallen off one of the makeshift buildings. It was dark purple and deeply swollen.

I found a tube of arnica cream which I gave to her and explained what to do as like so many in

the camp she cannot read or write. Then she rocked backwards and forwards crying “Palesteen,

Palesteen”, implying that if she was not here in exile this would never have happened to her foot,

a physical pain that was a manifestation of an ingrowing psychological one.

On another day we went to visit her in her immaculately clean small apartment where some baby

chickens were scratching about beyond the back door in a scrap of land between houses. Having

given us water and grapes, she disappeared into the dark recess of her bedroom and re-emerged

a few seconds later with an envelope in her hand. She pulled out some brittle fragments of

yellowing paper which, when pieced together on Fadia’s lap, made up her brother’s birth

certificate showing he had been born in Palestine in 1947. The fan would have blown them away

but had stopped when the electricity cut. Nesmia carefully took back the disintegrating remains

and sat for a while without speaking, looking desperately sad, while the fan, which had abruptly

started up again, made the triangular flap of the envelope flutter backwards and forwards against

her fingers.

And there was Hajji, named for making a religious pilgrimage to Mecca, who at over 90 had many

things to say. She remembered being forced out of Palestine barefoot when the Haganah came

to her village and evicted her and her family at gunpoint. She mimed one of them with his

weapon, rising from the chair and standing a little unsteadily as she raised an imaginary gun in

the air. According to Fadia who has seen a photograph, she was a very beautiful woman but her

first husband had died and her second had taken a fancy to another woman as well as herself, a

situation she detested and when he refused to be loyal only to her she set fire to herself. Her face

bore the scars of this act of passion and apparently these marks frequently led to her being

mocked by stone-throwing children. And Hajji too cried out “Palesteen, Palesteen. . .”

A wailing refrain for a place that was lost and a time when things were very different to now, in

this camp, feeling abandoned and forgotten by everybody.

Sarah Beddington                      August 2009

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



Thank you so much if you have read this far!

I include some background reading and websites that were of help to me during my time there.

The first two are Israeli human rights organisations.

B’Tselem which, among many other things it has done, gave video cameras to Palestinian people

in Hebron to document settler atrocities.

ICAHD is Angela’s group.

Ilan Pappe is the Israeli-born historian whose book ‘The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine’ is

interesting reading.

Eyal Weisman’s ‘Hollow Land’ details Israeli policies of control and militarization of space as well

as the development and strategies surrounding settlement building and is disturbingly fascinating.

And there are some recent articles from U.K. Guardian Newspaper which, written in the light of

the current attempts to rekindle the peace process, give interesting background reading to the

settlement situation.

http://www.btselem.org/english/About_BTselem/Index.asp

http://www.icahd.org/eng/support.asp?menu=7&submenu=1

Ilan Pappe

http://ilanpappe.com/

Use of children as human shields by IDF:

http://www.dci-pal.org/english/display.cfm?DocId=1195&CategoryId=2

Bedouin in the Negev and West Bank:

http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article10739.shtml

http://domino.un.org/unispal.NSF/9a798adbf322aff38525617b006d88d7/51f2c28172a347c68525

7520006f8356?OpenDocument

Jimmy Carter with Raed:

http://www.cartercenter.org/news/features/p/democracy/palestinian-home-demolitions.html

Articles in the Guardian Newspaper about settlers etc.- these need to be cut and pasted as the

links don’t seem to function:

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/aug/24/west-bank-settlements-israel

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/aug/23/west-bank-israeli-settlements

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/aug/24/west-bank-east-jerusalem-evictions


